CITY OF GREEN
Planning Department Review
PLANNING & ZONING COMMISSION
December 20, 2017

Item 17-65

FedEx Crossdock Facility
(K. Kiernan, The Kiernan Companies)
Location: Port Green, Lot 24, Global Gateway
Site Plan Review
Zoning: B-5

PLANNING DEPARTMENT
Applicant is proposing a trucking facility for FedEx Freight within the CAK International Business Park No. 3 (Port
Green). The project would consist of an office, crossdocks with dispatch pod, and a maintenance shop. The proposed
use is permitted in the B-5 District.
The site is currently the 35.467acre Lot 24 of the Business Park and is located on the east side of Global Gateway, west
of the existing National Guard facility. Existing property lines will be re-configured and land from adjacent Airport
parcels will be swapped into the final 31.581acre site for the project. A preliminary replat document is provided for
reference. (Note: the replat is under review at tonight’s meeting.) This represents the first project to come forward within
Phase 3, which was platted in 2013. All land in the Park is owned by the Akron Canton Regional Airport Authority.
The existing lot meets zoning requirements for area, width, and frontage. All building setbacks would comply (using the
proposed property lines). Building coverage of the lot would comply at 4% (33% maximum).
As is typical of this type of facility, the proposed buildings are surrounded by extensive hard-surface area required for
truck circulation and truck/employee parking areas. Impervious surface ratio of 67% of the lot would comply (70%
maximum). Parking provided would consist of the following:
1. 151,10’ x 20’spaces for employee parking (with 44 additional future spaces shown) at the north end of the
site. This includes 8 ADA spaces.
2. 8, 10’ x 20’ visitor spaces adjacent to the employee parking lot (1 ADA space included).
3. A total of 66, 12’ x 25’ tractor spaces in three separate lots at the north end of the site (with 42 future
spaces shown).
4. 66, 11’ x 50’ van spaces along the southern edge of the complex with future spaces shown). Vans are
standard enclosed trailers, usually 48’ long.
5. 139, 11’ x 30’ PUP spaces on the east and west sides of the facility (with future spaces shown). PUP’s are
short enclosed trailers, usually 28’ long.
6. 10, 14’ x 116’ Triples/Relay spaces at the rear of the facility with 5 future spaces shown).
7. 84, 11.5’ x 35’ spaces that align with the 84 proposed “revenue doors” at the crossdock facility (with future
spaces).
Dolly pads are also called out within the truck parking spaces. These are portions of the pavement with a stronger buildup designed to withstand the additional wear & tear caused by dollies (the adapter that allows one PUP trailer to be
connected to another).
All parking areas and drive aisles within the complex would be concrete pavement (heavy duty for all truck parking and
circulation areas). Aisle widths and parking setbacks would comply.
Access to the site would be via a single driveway on Global Gateway. This would accommodate both truck and
employee/visitor access to the facility. The drive would be 85.7’ in width at the right-of-way to allow for large turning
radii and a guard shack that is in the middle of the drive that trucks must pass by. A variance would be required from the
BZA for the drive width (40’ maximum). Trucks would enter the site and circulate counterclockwise around the facility
prior to exiting. This would be a 24-hour operation and estimated hourly trip generation figures have been provided for
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trucks and employees (see attached). Per applicant, trucks would utilize a route that includes the Shuffel Rd. interchange,
Massillon Road, and International Pkwy/Global Gateway. This route would serve to minimize impacts to local roadways.
Pedestrian mobility would be accommodated by a sidewalk and 5’ wide painted crosswalks that would lead from the
visitor/employee lots to the office and the maintenance shop facility.
Building elevations are provided. This includes a single structure that includes the crossdocks (42,800 SF), office area
(5,837 SF), and dispatch pod (2,412 SF) and a separate maintenance shop at 9,718 SF, described as follows:
The main crossdock/office building would be approximately 592’ in length and oriented north-south, parallel with the
roadway and set back approximately 380’. The office would occupy the northern portion of the building with its main
entrance on the north elevation. This would feature a façade of 6” precast concrete panels on all three sides and an
overall height of 22’-6” to the top of parapet, which complies. The panels would have continuous reveals with beveled
edges. An accent band of darker color (not specified) would appear near the top on all three sides. Windows across the
north elevation would have aluminum box header panels and the doorway would include a metal roof canopy. Wallmount light fixtures would also appear on the three sides. The crossdocks would be a continuous row of 47 dock doors
across the west elevation (facing toward Global Gateway). The façade of the building above the dock doors would be
smooth pre-finished metal wall panels (similar to ACM panels). The roof would be a standing seam metal variety with a
very slight slope. The facility would have a total of 86 doors and a future 40 door expansion to the south is also shown.
The dispatch pod would bump out from the east (rear) elevation to also include a façade of precast concrete panels.
The maintenance shop would be situated in front of the crossdock/office facility with a front setback of 138’. This
building would feature matching pre-finished metal wall panels on all four sides. Horizontal panels have been added per
DRB recommendation. These panels would mimic the precast panels on the office portion. The west (front) elevation
would have two large overhead doors, a two smaller overhead doors, and two mandoors. Two shop dumpsters would rest
adjacent to the south elevation of the shop and screened by an 8’high wall of matching material. A future 2-bay shop
expansion area is shown on the south side (4,433 SF). The rear elevation would have three large overhead doors. A
fueling station and lube shed (192 SF) with canopy would be situated directly north of the maintenance shop. The façade
of the canopy/shed would feature metal panels to match the color of the maintenance shop panels. A photo of an existing
facility is provided for reference.
Site electrical and photometric plans are provided that show pole light locations. Per the plan, migration into the right-ofway would be minimal. Specs are also provided for pole and wall-mount LED fixtures. Poles would be 35’ on top of 4’
bases (39’ overall), which exceeds the 20’ maximum height for cut-off style lights. The PZC can authorize the additional
height given justification by the design team. In this case, pole placement is critical to truck circulation patterns and
lowering the poles would result in the need for additional pole locations to provide the required level of illumination
across the site for safety and security purposes.
The site would be enclosed by a 6’ high chain-link security fence with three strands of barbed wire (7’ overall). As this
fence would also be situated within the front yard of the facility, a variance would be required from the BZA for fence
height (3’ maximum in front yard). The section of fence along the frontage of the site would be enhanced with black
vinyl coating, per DRB recommendation.
A landscape plan is provided that shows two varieties of large/medium trees and one variety of smaller tree along the
frontage of the site and outside the proposed security fencing. Lawn areas are shown adjacent to the office facility.
No freestanding identification signage details have been provided. Applicant will need to return for review at a later date
if proposed. A wall sign is shown on the office elevation. The Zoning Division is responsible for review/approval of all
wall signage prior to permitting.
A site utility plan is provided showing sanitary sewer, water, gas, and underground electric/phone connections. Fire
hydrants are proposed in front of the office and at the southern edge of the site. A Right-of-way permit is required for all
work within the public right-of-way.
An overall site grading plan is shown. The existing site slopes up approximately 35’ moving south to north (elevation
1195’ to 1130’). Pavement within the complex would sit at approximately 1213’ and buildings would be at finished
floor elevations of 1214.5’ (maintenance) and 1218’ (office/crossdocks). This would place the complex about 15’ higher
than Global Gateway. The plans also show existing wetlands adjacent to the south and east of the site. The project,
including future expansions, would not disturb these areas. Plans have been forwarded for Engineering review and
comments returned to the applicant. A site SWPPP will need to be submitted to the City and Summit Soil & Water
Conservation District for review. A Land Disturbance permit is required prior to commencement of earthmoving
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activities on site.
Stormwater would be routed to two separate stormwater management/water quality basins on site. One would be situated
in the northwest corner of the site and the second would be in the southwest corner. Sand filters would be constructed to
cleanse run-off prior to entering each basin. Both would be extended dry detention basins. (The Airport does not want
any additional open water areas that would attract birds/waterfowl.)
The plans have been reviewed and approved by Airport personnel. Obstruction lighting will be required on all buildings.
DESIGN REVIEW BOARD
Made the following recommendations to the Planning & Zoning Commission:
1. Utilize a black vinyl coating on the chain-link fence across the frontage of the site and the fence returns into
the site at the access drive and detention basin. Label these sections of fence on the site plan. This has been
addressed.
2. Increase the landscape buffering along the frontage of the site by providing groupings of 3-4 of the same
species of tree. Trees should be arranged in groupings, per recommendation. Tree groupings should include
those currently proposed as well as an evergreen variety. Evergreens have been added to the plan.
3. Introduce horizontal metal panels on the maintenance shop building to mimic the tilt-up panel appearance of
the office/crossdocks. This has been addressed.
4. Provide gas canopy details. This has been addressed.
5. Provide typical truck routing. This has been addressed.

ENGINEERING
Currently reviewing revised plans.

FIRE
Reviewed the project with no comments.

ZONING
No comments received. Right-of-way, sewer, zoning, and building permits are required. A Certificate of Use &
Compliance is required prior to operation of the facility.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends conditional approval of the project contingent upon the following:
1. Final Engineering approval of site improvement plans/stormwater calculations.
2. Applicant’s receipt of variances from the Board of Zoning Appeals for fence height in the front
yard and driveway width at the right-of-way.
3. Arrange frontage trees in groupings per DRB recommendation.
Staff would also recommend usage of the 39’ high pole lights given the specific security needs of the site and
in the interest of minimizing the number of light poles.
The project will need to meet all Airport requirements.
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